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Research Questions of this Project

1. Analyzing the role of perceptual skills on different expertise levels.

Role and Development of Perceptual
Skills in Medical Education

 Expertise difference study with eye tracking and thinking aloud
while diagnosing patient video cases.
Balslev, T., Jarodzka, H., Holmqvist, K., de Grave, W., Muijtjens, A., Eika, B., Van Merriënboer, J. & Scherpbier, A.
(in prep.). How do paediatricians diagnose? The influence of expertise on attention allocation and clinical reasoning
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2. Developing and testing a method to teach perceptual skills.
 Instructional design study with eye tracking and performance
data on diagnosing patient video cases.
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Perceptual Skills (cf. Chi, 2006; Manning et al., 2005)

1. Visual search of
relevant elements

2. Interpretation of
relevant elements

3. Assignment of
observations to the
according technical
term

Which body parts are
affected by the
disease?
Is the face diseased?
How do these body
parts move?
Level of
consciousness?
Change of movement
after touching?
Diagnosis of a disease
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2. Developing and testing a method to teach perceptual skills.
 Instructional design study with eye tracking and performance
data on diagnosing patient video cases.

Conveying Perceptual Skills

Many instructional material use expert knowledge to convey skills to
learners.
Two prototypical instructional methods for initial skill acquisition are:
1. Worked examples
2. Cognitive modeling

Novel Instructional Approach

Research Questions

1. Does EMME guide the students’
attention?

Eye Movement Modeling Examples

2. Does EMME lead to a more efficient

visual search?
expert

3. Does EMME lead to a better

student

interpretation performance?
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Design & Sample Size
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Testing Phase: Visual Search of Relevant Elements
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Testing Phase: Interpretation of Relevant Elements

Results: Does EMME Guide the Student‘s Attention?
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interpretation performance?

Results: Does EMME Lead to a More Efficient Visual Search?

Summary

1. Successful attention guidance:
The Euclidean distance over time between the expert’s and the
student’s gaze points is smaller for the spotlight display group
compared to the other two groups.

2. More efficient visual search:
Students, who learnt with the spotlight EMMEs had higher dwell
times on relevant areas compared to the other two groups.

3. Better Interpretation performance:

0

Students, who learnt with the spotlight EMMEs had higher
correctness scores in the MCQs compared to the other two groups.
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Results: Does EMME Lead to a Better Interpretation Performance?
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